In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling jobs having real-time constraints on a multiprocessor. If a job does not complete within a certain time interval of its arrival to such a system, it is considered useless and need not be served. It is therefore desirable to schedule jobs so that the fraction of jobs served within their respective deadlines is maximized. We model such a system as a multiple server queue. We show for a variety of systems that the minimum laxity policy (ML) maximizes the fraction of jobs that successfully complete service when jobs must begin service by their deadline and that the earliest deadline policy (ED) does the same for a wide class of systems when jobs must complete service by their deadlines. Results are given for unreliable multiprocessors and multiprocessors that serve several priority classes of jobs.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing interest has been shown recently in the design and analysis of real-time multiprocessor systems. The workloads served by these systems consist of customers that have real-time constraints, i.e., customers must complete or enter service by specified deadlines. For some systems it is unacceptable for any task to miss its deadline. In these systems task service demands are usually well understood and a substantial literature has focussed on the development and evaluation of scheduling policies for these workloads, [14, 15] . Other workloads consist of tasks for which it is not critical that all tasks meet their constraints. Usually, the service requirements and the arrival patterns are not as well understood and the objective is to design policies that will minimize the fraction of tasks that miss their deadlines. The purpose of this paper is to study optimal policies for this second class of workloads.
In this paper we consider as our model for a niultiprocessor, a multiple server queue with either finite or infinite capacity, that serves customers with deadlines. We study the effect that different service and buffer overflow policies on 0-81 86-2076-5/90/0000/0017$01 .OO Q 1990 IEEE Polytechnic University Brooklyn, NY 11201 the fraction of customers which successfully complete service, i.e., do not miss their deadlines, We show that, out of the class of service-time independent policies, the minimum laxity policy (ED) maximizes the fraction of customers that successfully complete service by their deadlines for the preemptive continuous/discrete time G/M/c/K queue when customer deadlines are to the end of service. Here ED is the non-idling policy that schedules the customer closest to his deadline. This result is extended to systems where servers take vacations.
When we restrict ourselves to systems that do not allow preemptions, we show that out of the class of non-idling service time independent policies, ED maximizes the fraction of customers making their deadlines for the continuous/discrete time G/M/c/K queue when deadlines are until the beginning of service and the minimum laxity policy (ML) does the same when deadlines are until the end of service.
The ML and ED policies are very similar to the earliest due date (EDD) scheduling policy proposed by Jackson [la].
Consider a set of n tasks {T;,l < i < n } with the corresponding n due dates {d;,l < i < n}. Let the finishing times under schedule S be f,(S). Then the lateness of T is defined as fj(S) -d; and the tardiness is defined as m a x ( 0 , f;(S) -d,}. Jackson showed that the maximum lateness and maximum tardiness are minimized by sequencing the tasks in the order of non-decreasing due dates. As we shall see in Section 3, ML and ED scheduling differs from EDD scheduling in that they never schedules tasks which are already past their due dates. Note that the tasks and their due dates are known a priori under Jackson's model. Similar problems, for models other tha.n queueing systems, have also been studied in [8,16,19,20,23]. In the packet-switching context, variations of the EDD policy for queueing models have been studied in [13,4]. Numerous works consider optimal service disciplines for queues with delay dependent customer behavior [9,24]. In queueing theory literature, queues with impatient customers have been usually analyzed assuming a FCFS scheduling policy [1,6,10]. An analysis of ED for the preemptive M/M/l queue (deadlines to the end of service) and ML for the nonpreemptive M/M/c queue (deadlines to the beginning of service) can be found in [ll] .
In [Is], we have considered the problem of a. single server queue with impatient customers under the assumption that deadlines are until customers enter service. We showed that STE (another name for hiIL a.nd ED) is optimal for a large class'of infinite capa.city single server queues. The shortest time to extinction with unforced idle times (STEI) class of policies are shown to be optimal for a larger class of queues. Similar results for the continuous time single server infinite capacity queue when the deadlines are to the end of service can be found in (17, 2] . Our results generalize these previous results in several ways. First, our results axe for multiple server queues, and in some cases, servers are allowed to take vacations. Last, the results in [17, 2] are based on interchange arguments which obscure their physical interpretation. The proofs in this paper are based on defining a state of the system based on the set of extinction times of the customers in the system ancl using a forwa.rd induction argument to establish dominance of one st,ate over another wlieu operating under different policies. This method provides a clearer understanding of the differences between ML, ED, and other policies. This approach has also been used to develop bounds on the perforinance of these policies, (see [Ill) .
This paper is organized a.s follows. Section 2 contains a model of the system under study along with definitions of the different scheduling policies of interest to us. The main results of the pa.per a.re contained in sections 13. 4, and 5 . Section 3 contains the results for systems with deadlines to the end of service tha.t allow preemptions, section 4 contains results for systems for systems with deadlines to the beginning of service, and section 5 contains results for systems with deadlines to the end of service without preemptions. Section 6 discusses some extensions of these optimality results to systems with finite buffers and with deadlines that are not known to the scheduler. We summarize our results in Section 7.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
We consider three different multiple server queues, all of infinite capacity.
Preemptive queues with deadlines to the end of service.
Nonpreemptive queues with deadlines to the end of service where a customer that misses its deadline while in service is aborted, Nonpreemptive queues with dead1 i lies to the begi 11 ni ng of service, In all of these systems let T, denote the arrival time of the i-th customer and A, denote the time between the arrivals of the (z -l)-th and i-th customers. We assume that A, is a random variable with arbit,rary distribution. Let E, denote the extinction time of the i-th customer (i.e., the time by which it must be served (aN, d N , b N ) , N = 1.. . .. These la.st two quantities will be referred to as an input sample and finite input sample respectively.
At this point in the Imper we will not specify how service times from the sequence { B , } are assigned to customers. The assignment rule will depend 011 which system we a.re interested in and on what. propert.y we wish to prove with regard to that system. Uje use the notation A/C/D/E+ F to denote a queue with customer cleaclliiies where A, C, D, and E have the same meaning as in liendall's notation while F describes the distribution of the relative clea.dlines. Last, we make the assumption that {B,Jl 5 i } is independent of {Ai} and {Dt}.
Let x be a policy that determines what customer in the queue is to be executed (if any) whenever the server is free. This policy makes its decision based on the customers that are eligible for service as well as on the past history of the system. We wish to choose K so that we maximize the fraction of customers beginning service before their respective extinction times. Consider a system in which exactly N customers arrive for service. We define V , ( x ) to be the number of customers served for this system. We a.re interested in the fraction,
of customers served in this system. We define the fraction of customers served in the system as N --* cc (under policy x ) to be B N = {Bi}l<i<N, and S N = ( A N~D N~B N ) ,
. . , cJ,, } denote the set of customers i n the queue at time t and R,(t) = { c J , , c J * , . . . , c~" , . . . ,~, , " } denote the set of all customers in the system at time t ,~, 2 1, 1 5 z 5 m. Here c, denotes the 2-th customer to arrive to the system. We denote the sets of extinction times associated with these two sets of customers are denoted by E , ( t ) and R,(t).
Consider the actions that policy x can take at time t . If all the servers are busy, then T takes no action if preemptions are not allowed. If any server is idle at time t or if preemptions are allowed. then K can either schedule no customer or schedule customers from C , ( t ) . Policy T is allowed to choose one of these actions according to some distribution that depends on x , C , ( t ) and the previous history H t (to be defined later in this section). We define p , ( x , t , H t ) to be the probability that K schedules customer c, E C,(t),j = 1 , 2 , . . . on an idle server and p O (~, t r H f )
to be the probability that T chooses to schedule no customer.
If ?r chooses not to schedule a customer at time t and C , ( t ) # 0, then it delays making a new scheduling decision by a random amount of time r with some arbitrary distribution function FT(x1Ht) ( r takes on discrete values in the case of a discrete time queue). The policy does not perform a scheduling decision until either T time units elapse or an arrival occurs. Without loss of generality, we may impose one last constraint on T , namely, T is prohibited from scheduling two successive idle times on the same server when the queue is nonempty unless they are separated by the arrival of one or mole customers.
I n the case that K is allowed to preempt customers, we illtroduce some additional parameters. If T decides to schedule a customer at time t , then q ( x , t, H , ) is the probability that the customer will not he preempted in the absence of customer arrivals and service completions. The customer is scheduled for preemption with probability 1 -q ( x , t , H , ) and is provided with r units of service where r has cumulative distribution function H , ( x l H f ) . The customer is preempted after 7 units of time provided it has not completed by that time and there have been no arrivals or service completions of other customers. If an arrival or a service completion occurs, then T is allowed to reschedule the customer if it so desires. whenever the server is auailnble and C , ( t ) # 4.
PREEMPTIVE SYSTEMS WITH DEADLINES TO THE END OF SERVICE
In this section we show that ED is the best service time independent policy for the preemptive continuous time and discrete time G/M/c+G queue when deadlines are to the end of service. This result is shown to apply to queues where servers take vacations.
The basis of our proofs of most of these results and the results for nonpreemptive policies is the comparison of sets of extinction times. We will show that the set of extinction times for eligible customers under ED dominates the set of extinction times under any other policy. Consequently, we turn our a.ttention to the definition of dominance and the derivation of properties that. it sa.tisfies.
Consider two sets of nonnegative real numbers R = {q, z2,. . . We define the following three operations
The history of the system up to time t may be defined by H t = (at, dt, TI, ft, el, u t ) where al is an ordered set of ar-L a r g e ( R , k ) = {x~,xz,...,xk}, 0 5 k 5 n.
rival times of all customers that arrive prior to t , d t is an ordered set of relative deadlines corresponding to the custaining the times of all scheduling decisions prior to time t , the identities of the customers and the servers to which they were scheduled respectively. In addition, ut is a n ordered set of the service times for customers completed prior to time t .
tomers that arrive prior to t ,~~, f,, el, are ordered sets con-S h z f t ( R , x ) = {x, -I 12, 2 x}.
The following lemma gives conditions under which dominance is preserved when set operations, the Large operation, and the S h z f t operation are performed on R and S. 
I

In order t o proceed with our treatment of preemptive systems, weintroduce thenotation X , ( t ) = ( n , ( t ) , E , ( t ) ) where n,(t) is the number of customers that have made their deadlines by time t .
We refer to this as the state of the system at time t under policy x . We introduce the following notion of dominance between states.
Definition 4 W e say that X , , ( t ) dominates X,,(t) ( X , , ( t ) + x,,(W G7
Before we prove the main result of this section we describe some guidelines used to assign customers to servers and service times to customers. Without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to policies that satisfy the following rules.
If the number of customers being served at some poiiit in time is i < c, then the first i servers are busy.
If servers i and j are occupied where i < j , then the deadlines of the customers a.ssigned to these servers must be in non-decreasing order.
If policy x does not satisfy the above rules, we can always construct a policy xi that satisfies these rules so that V , v ( a ) = V N ( x * ) for all N and v ( x ) = v ( x * ) . There also exists an ML policy that satisfies the above rules.
We now discuss the method by which we assign service times to jobs. Divide B into c + 1 sequences, B'.') = {&},=I 
where x zs any se~z1zce tzme zndependeitt policy.
-
Proof:
The proof by forward induction on the times that the following events can occur, 0 &o -arrival to both systems.
-completion of a job in either or both systems,
-job missing deadline under one or both policies, Let (to, no), (tl, ul), . ' . be the sequence of times and events that occur at those times, i.e., event U, occurs at time t , where n, E {&,El,Ez}.
We will demonstrate that X M L (~) t X , ( t ) for every sample S = s and t 2 0 provided that XAfL(t0) t XT(t,,).
According to property 6 of Lemma 1 , if XA.IL(t,) t X , ( t , ) ,
and t, < t;+l, then X , , ( t ) + X , ( t ) for t , 5 t < t,+,.
We proceed with our inductive argument.
Basis
Step: The hypothesis is trivially true for t = to.
Inductive
Step: Assume that X M L (~~) t X , ( t , ) for 1 5 i.
We now show that it also holds for i + 1. There are three cases according to the type of event.
Case 1 (nt+l = €0): In this case, neither n , nor n b f~ are affected and property 1 of Lemma 1 guarantees that XML(t;+,)
Case 2 (a,+l = There are three subcases according to whether the completion is under x , ML, or both policies. If the completion is under A only, then it occurs on server j where j > IEML(~;+~)J. This implies that IE,(t,;l)l >
IEML(tGl)J which further implies that n~~( t , +~) > ~z,(t,+~).
Consequently ~? M L (~, + I )
= n n /~( t L +~) Z ?lr(tLl) = 71,(t&+l)+
4 t i + l ) -n M d t ; + l ) ) = Small(Er(ti+1), l E r ( t i + l ) +~~r ( t i + l ) -IZWL(ti+l)). Hence X M L ( t i + l ) + x r ( t i + l ) .
If the completion is under ML only, then a similar calculation yields XMML(ti+l) t X n ( t ; + , ) . If the completion is under both policies, then property 5 of Lemma 1 ensures that X w~( t ; + l ) F X r ( t ; + l ) .
Case 3 (~i +~ = €2): Again there are three subcases according to whether the customer misses his deadline under x, ML, or both policies. If under x, property 3 of Lemma 1 is applicable. If under ML, property 2 of Lemma. 1 is applicable. Last, property 4 of Lemma 1 is applicable when the losses occur under both policies. Theorem 1 can be generalized to include systems in which servers take vacations. This is of interest for at least two reasons. First, processors in any multiprocessor system are prone to failures. Second, systems in which servers take vacations can be used to model real-time systems with two classes of customers. For example, one class of tasks may be unable to tolerate missed deadlines. The second class of jobs may be able to tolerate some missed deadlines. If the tasks in the first class are well understood (i.e., known service times, arrival times), they can be given higher priority than the second class of tasks and scheduled independently of the second class. The second class of tasks are like the customers that we have considered in our model for which the object is to develop policies that will minimize the fraction of tasks that m i s s their deadlines. Thus tasks in the second class see a system where servers take vacations.
It follows that E [ V N ( M L ) I S = s] 2 E [ V N ( T )~S
Let {Vjj, Wi,};=1 ,..., j = 1 , 2 , . . . , c be families of r.v.'s such that Uilij is the length of the i-th time interval during which the j-th server is available for service and Wi,j is the length of the i-th time interval during which the j-th server is on vacation (unavailable for service). We allow these sequences of r.v.'s to have arbitrary statistics so long as they are in- Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 1 and is omitted here.
I
NON-PREEMPTIVE SYSTEMS WITH DEADLINES TO END OF SERVICE
In this section we show that ED is the best policy from the class of non-idling policies for the non-preemptive G/M/c/K +G queue when deadlines are to the end of service.
Consider a policy x that is allowed to preempt a customer solely to move him to mother server. We refer to this as a limited preemption policy and claim that the performance of this policy does not differ from a policy that uses the same scheduling rules except that it does not allow preemptions. We will find it easier to work with these limited preemption policies. Specifically, we consider limited preemption policies that enforce the following rules:
If the number of customers in service, n is less than the number of servers, then they are placed on the first n servers.
Customers are placed on servers such that the deadline associated with the customer on the i-th server is greater than or equal to that associated with the customer on the ( i + 1)-th server.
Customers are assigned service times according to the same rule used in analyzing the system that allows preemptions. 
&(t) and R E D ( t ) t R,(t)
for every sample path s = s using a forward iiiductioii argunient on the times of events. These events are the same as defined in Theorem 
We note as in Theorem 1 that if E E D ( t z ) + E,(t,) and RED(&) >-& ( t i ) and t i < ti+], then E E D (~) + E,(t) and
Basis
Step: The hypothesis is trivially true for t = to,
Inductive
Step: Assume that E E D (~~) >-E,(tl) and R E D ( t l ) %
& ( t i )
for 1 5 z. We now show that it also holds for i + 1.
There are three cases according to the type of event.
Case 1 If under both ED and x , then we have further subcases according to whether the customers were in service or in the queue. In all of these cases, the result is obtained by using property 4 from Lemma 1.
It follows that
Similar results can be proven for discrete time
NON-PREEMPTIVE SYSTEMS WITH DEADLINES TO BEGINNING OF SERVICE
In this section we show that ML is the best policy out of the class of non-idling policies for these queues when service times are restricted to be independent and identically distributed exponential random variables. Proof: Define T , ( t ) = ( t y ) ( t ) , . . . , t f ) ( t ) ) wheret!j)(t) = 1 if server j is busy under x at time t and 0 otherwise.
As before, the proof is by forward induction. Using the properties of the dominance relation "+" 
EXTENSIONS
These optimality results can be extended in a number of different ways. For example, if there is storage capacity for only a finite number of jobs, then we have shown that the ML and ED scheduling policies should be coupled with buffer management policies that operate in a simi1a.r way. Specifically the optimal buffer management policy should operate in the following manner 0 Whenever a. job arrives and there is sufficient space in the buffer for it, admit it.
Whenever a job arrives to a full buffer, throw away the job closest to its deadline from among all of the jobs present, including the newly arrived job.
Variations of this along with the ML or ED policies maximize the fraction of customers making their deadlines under the assumptions stated in the earlier sections. Details of these results are found in [35].
These results can also be extended to the class of idling and non-idling policies for the case of non-preemptive systems. It is possible to show that the best policies belong to the class of minimum laxity with inserted idle time (MLI) policies and earliest deadline with inserted idle time (EDI) policies for similar assumptions as in preceding sections. Members of these classes policies either chooses to idle a server when there is work in the queue or uses the ML and ED rules for scheduling jobs. Details of these results can also be found in ~5 1 .
Last, results have been obtained for systems where deadlines are not known to the scheduler except when jobs miss their deadlines. For example, if the deadline distribution has an em increasing failure rate (IFR) [21] , then the optimal policy is first-come first-serve (FCFS). Similarly, if the deadline distribution has an em decreasing failure rate (DFR) [21] , then the optimal policy is lastst-come first-serve (LCFS).
SUM MARY
We have shown, out of the class of non-idling service time independent policies, ML maximizes fraction of customers that begin service by their deadlines for the nonpreemptive G/M/c/K+G queue when deadlines are until the beginning of service and that ED maximizes fraction of customers that complete service by their deadlines for the nonpreemptive G/M/c/I<+G queue when deadlines are until the end of service. Last, if deadlines are to the end of service, then the best. policy that does not use service time information for the preemptive G/M/c/K+G queue is ED. These results hold for systems in which servers take vacations.
